ABSTRACT Image encryption is an efficient visual technology to protect private images. This paper develops an image encryption algorithm utilizing the principles of the Josephus problem and the filtering technology. The encryption algorithm follows the classical diffusion and confusion structure. The principle of Josephus problem is used to shuffle the image pixels to different positions to achieve the confusion property. Using a randomly generated filter, the filtering technology can spread slight changes of the original image to all pixels of the cipher image to obtain diffusion property. The simulation results show that the developed image encryption algorithm is able to encrypt different kinds of images into cipher images with uniform distribution. The security analysis demonstrates that it has an extremely sensitive secret key, can resist various security attacks, and has a better performance than several advanced image encryption algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, an increasing number of digital data are generated and transmitted in all kinds of networks. Among all these digital data, the digital image is one most commonly used data format, because a digital image carries information using a straightforward way so that it contains much potential information. For example, a man's photo may not only tell how he looks like, but also contain the information about his age, health conditions, his location, and so on. As a result, with the same data capability, a digital image may contain much more information than many other data formats such as text data. Thus, it is very important to protect the secret digital images [2] - [4] . Recently, researchers have developed many image security technologies such as information hiding [5] , digital watermarking [6] and image encryption [7] - [10] . Among these technologies of protecting image, the image encryption is a visual and efficient technology that encrypts a meaningful image to be an unrecognized cipherimage [11] - [13] . Only using the correct key, one can recover the original image.
One practicable image encryption method is to treat a digital image as a binary data sequence, and then uses the traditional data encryption technologies (e.g. Advanced Encryption Standard [14] ) to encrypt the data sequence. However, each pixel in a digital image is usually presented using 8 or even more bits so that high information redundancy may exist between adjacent pixels. Encrypting an image as a data sequence doesn't consider the property of image pixel, and thus may result in low encryption efficiency. As a consequence, considering the image properties, many image encryption algorithms have been developed using various technologies such as chaos theory [15] - [18] , quantum theory [19] , [20] , compressive sensing [21] , [22] and DNA coding [23] - [25] . Because chaos has many inner properties such as initial condition sensitivity, unpredictability and ergodicity, and these properties are similar to the principles of image encryption [26] , chaotic systems are widely used for image encryption. For example, Li et al. [27] proposed a novel encryption scheme based on chaotic tent map, which can generate chaotic key stream to encrypt images. Liu et al. [28] proposed a new 2D-SIMM map using close-loop modulation coupling model, and then further designed an image encryption algorithm using 2D-SIMM. In [29] , a new two-point diffusion strategy based on Hénon map is proposed and it can significantly accelerate the diffusion process. The authors in [30] developed a mixed chaotic system for image encryption. The chaotic system can generate new chaotic maps according to parametric switching.
However, when chaotic systems are implemented in finite precision platforms, the chaos degradation will happen and the chaotic behaviors may be degraded to be periodic behaviors [31] . If the chaos of a chaotic system is lost, its related image encryption algorithms will have weak security performance [32] , [33] . Recently, many reports have shown that image encryption algorithms using chaos can be successfully broken [34] - [36] . Besides the chaos theory, many other technologies are also widely used in designing image encryption algorithm. Wu et al. [37] proposed a new Latin square image encryption algorithm that embeds random noise into the least significant bit-plane of images. Enayatifar et al. [38] proposed an image encryption algorithms that first converts the two-dimensional plain-image to one-dimensional pixel sequence, and then does permutation and diffusion operations to the one-dimensional pixel sequence in the same time. Wang et al. [39] developed a fast image algorithm and it can simultaneously encrypt the pixels from a row or a column. Besides, some bit-level image encryption algorithms have also been proposed [40] - [42] . These encryption algorithms encrypt images in the bit level instead of the pixel level.
In this paper, we propose an image encryption scheme utilizing Josephus problem and filtering diffusion (IES-JPFD). A Josephus scrambling is developed using the Josephus problem [1] and it can randomly permutate image pixels to various columns and rows to obtain the confusion property. The filtering technology has wide applications in image processing such as image smoothing and image denoising. However, using an irregular filter, the image filtering can randomly change pixel values and spread little change of a pixel to all its adjacent pixels. The secret key of IES-JPFD is used to generate the variables of the Josephus scrambling and the filters of the filtering diffusion. Two rounds of the Josephus scrambling and filtering diffusion can ensure a high security level of the encrypted results. The simulation results show that IES-JPFD is able to encrypt a meaningful plain-image to be an unrecognized cipher-image with random distribution. The security analysis is performed in terms of the secret key analysis, ability of defending differential attack, adjacent pixel correlation, local Shannon entropy and deviation from uniform histogram. The analysis results demonstrate that IES-JPFD can obtain a high security level and can achieve better performance than several image encryption algorithms.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the Josephus problem and image filtering, and proves their ability in image encryption. Section III presents the proposed IES-JPFD and Section IV simulates IES-JPFD in the MATLAB environment. Section V analyzes the security performance of IES-JPFD using different measures and Section VI concludes this work. 
II. PRELIMINARIES
This section introduces the Josephus problem and the image filtering, and illuminates their availability in image encryption.
A. JOSEPHUS PROBLEM
The Josephus problem is an interesting ancient mathematics problem [1] . In the Roman-Jewish War, Josephus and his companions were trapped in a cave. To better survive, they decided to stand in a circle and kill every third man until the last one. To avoid being killed, Josephus correctly counted the position and became the last survivor. Generally, we can describe the Josephus problem like this. For a certain number of elements being placed in a circle, one starts from a specified element and remove it from the circle, and then circularly shift a fixed number of elements to figure out the current element. The next iteration starts from the current one. Repeat this action until the last element. Finally, according to the order of elements to be removed from the circle, we can obtain a sequence, namely Josephus sequence. Mathematically, the Josephus sequence can be described as
where n is the total number of elements, s represents the starting position, k is the shifting number and q is the produced Josephus sequence.
To better explain the Josephus sequence, we give a numerical example with n = 6, s = 3 and k = 3 in Eq. (1). Fig. 1(a) shows the generation procedure of the Josephus sequence. As the starting position is 3, then we remove the element numbered 3 and place it in q, namely q 1 = 3. Next, circularly shift 3 elements and the current one is the element numbered 6, then we remove the element and place the number 6 in q, namely q 2 = 6. Repeating this operation until the last element and we obtain the final Josephus sequence q = {3, 6, 4, 2, 5, 1}. The Josephus sequence has VOLUME 7, 2019 the properties of ergodicity and invertibility, and these properties are quite similar to the concept of the permutation in image encryption. Thus, the Josephus sequence can be used to design image permutation algorithm. In the permutation, the secret key is to generate the parameters in Eq. (1), and the generated Josephus sequence is used to scramble images pixels. Fig. 1(b) demonstrates an example of the image permutation using the Josephus sequence generated in Fig. 1(a) , namely q = {3, 6, 4, 2, 5, 1}. We first number the pixels of plain-image with 1, 2, · · · , 6, and then rearrange the pixels to different positions according to q.
Recently, researchers have developed some pixel permutation schemes using the concept of the Josephus problem [42] - [45] . These schemes perform the image pixel permutation in one-dimensional (1D) sequences, as demonstrated in Fig. 1(b) . For example, Guo et al. [42] and Wang et al. [43] used 1D Josephus sequences to shuffle image pixels and can only shuffle the row or column positions of image pixels in one time shuffling. As a digital image is a twodimensional (2D) data matrix, encrypting it as a 1D sequence doesn't consider the property of 2D matrix, which may result in low encryption efficiency. Besides, these previous works directly use the concept of Josephus traveling to shuffle image pixels and this may not obtain good shuffling effect [42] , [43] . To address these weaknesses, we extend the Josephus permutation from 1D to 2D. Using a 2D Josephus sequence to shuffle the image pixels, the row and column positions of a pixel can be simultaneously shuffled. Thus, encrypting images as 2D matrices can achieve much higher efficiency than encrypting them as 1D sequences. The detailed 2D Josephus permutation will be presented in Section III-A.
B. IMAGE FILTERING TECHNOLOGY
The image filtering is a kind of image processing technology that applies convolution to an image block using a filter. A filter is a small 1D or 2D matrix that applies to each image pixel and its neighbor pixels. The center element of the filter is usually aligned with the current pixel and other elements correspond to the neighbor pixels. The filtering result is the additions of all the multiplications of the filter elements and image pixels. The image filtering technology has wide applications in many aspects such as edge detection, image restoration, and feature extraction. Fig. 2 demonstrates the image filtering operation. One can see that X is an image block, X 2,2 is the pixel to be processed, and F is a filter. The center element of F is multiplied with X 2,2 and other elements are multiplied with the neighbor pixels. The sum of all the products is the filtering result. Specifically, assume that the filter F has the size (2a + 1) × (2b + 1), the image filtering for each pixel of X is calculated as Utilizing an appropriate filter, the image filtering can remove the noise of an image. However, using an improper or irregular filter, the image filtering can also blur an image. As a consequence, we can use the filtering technology to achieve the diffusion property in image encryption. The diffusion property indicates that tiny changes in original image can affect all pixels of the encrypted result.
All the traditional usage of image filtering don't need to restore the original pixel values. However, when filtering technology is used in image encryption, it must be reversible, as image encryption needs to recover the original image. This issue can be addressed by setting the center element of the filter as one and setting other elements as integers, namely F(a+1, b+1) = 1 and other elements in F are integers. When doing image filtering to the image pixel I(x, y), a matrix T with size (2a + 1) × (2b + 1) is obtained as follows,
and then the image pixel I(x, y) can be filtered using Eq. (4), as shown at the bottom of the next page, where F is the grayscale level of I. As can be seen from the matrix T, the used left and upper adjacent pixels have been processed, while the used right and lower adjacent pixels are the original pixels that haven't been processed. When doing the reverse operation to the current pixel, the elements of matrix T are in the same states with the forward process. Thus, Eq. (4) is reversible and its reverse operation can be obtained as Eq. (5), as shown at the bottom of the next page. Using the Eqs. (4) and (5), we can design image encryption algorithm. For many existing diffusion techniques, they usually use one or two previous pixels from the same row or column to change the current pixel. However, the filtering technology uses the surrounding pixels from different rows and columns to change the current pixel. Thus, the filtering technology can faster spread slight change of one pixel to all the pixels and can show better performance in defending the differential attack, compare with many other diffusion techniques. This will be verified by the experiment results in Section V-B.
III. NEW IMAGE ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM
According to the principles of the Josephus problem and the filtering diffusion, this section develops an image encryption scheme called IES-JPFD. The IES-JPFD follows the classical confusion and diffusion structure. This structure consists of two parts. One is used to achieve the diffusion property and the other is used to achieve the confusion property. As the Josephus scrambling can simultaneously shuffle the pixel row and column positions to obtain the confusion property, and the filtering technology can achieve good diffusion property, they are combined to design IES-JPFD. Fig. 3 shows the structure of IES-JPFD. As can be observed, the secret key is to obtain the scrambling parameters of the Josephus scrambling and obtain the coefficients of the filter for filtering diffusion. Two rounds of scrambling and filtering diffusion operations can ensure that a meaningful plain-image can be encrypted to be an unrecognized cipher-image with a high security level. The decryption process is the reverse operation of each step in IES-JPFD. To make the presentation of IES-JPFD more clear, we describe some important notations in Table 1 .
The length of secret key k is set as 256 bits and it includes three parts k 1 , k 2 and k 3 , which can be seen in the left of Fig. 4 . The k 1 and k 2 are 120 bits length and the perturbation parameter k 3 is of size 16 bits. Using k 1 , k 2 and k 3 , we can obtain two sub-key k (1) and k (2) for two encryption rounds. Suppose t is the decimal integer converted from k 3 and t = t mod 120, then the sub-key k (1) can be obtained as follows: 1) cyclically shift k 2 t bits by right direction to obtain k 2 ; 2) k (1) = k 1 ⊕ k 2 ⊕ k 3 , where ⊕ represents the XOR operation. The sub-key k (2) can be obtained as follows: 1) cyclically shift k 1 t bits by right direction to obtain k 1 ; 2) k (2) = k 1 ⊕k 2 ⊕k 3 . Each sub-key has two parts, g and d, which can be seen in the right of Fig. 4 . The component g is to obtain the parameters for the Josephus scrambling and d is to produce the coefficients of filter for the filtering diffusion.
A. JOSEPHUS SCRAMBLING An image encryption algorithm should decorrelate the high correlations of image. As discussed in Section II-A that the Josephus sequence can randomly change the positions of a 1D array. However, a digital image is a 2D matrix. Considering the properties of 2D matrix, we design the 2D Josephus scrambling that can shuffle the row and column positions simultaneously. First, generate a series of parameters from the sub-key. Then, obtain several Josephus sequences using the parameters to perform row and column permutations.
1) PARAMETER GENERATION
Suppose the plain-image to be encrypted has the size of M × N , four parameters are generated from the component g of a sub-key,
where bi2de(.) is a function to convert a binary sequence to a decimal number, MP denotes the starting row position, MStep shows the row shifting step, NP indicates the initial column position, and NStep is the column shifting step.
2) SCRAMBLING USING PARAMETERS
Using the parameters generated from the sub-key, we can design the Josephus scrambling. For the image of size M × N , the whole processing of the Josephus scrambling are as follows,
Step 1 
its modulus result to M is used to replace it; Step 5:Repeat Step 2 to Step 4 for i = 2 ∼ M . It is noticed that to obtain more random sequences, we modify the generation procedures of Josephus sequence in our scrambling. Specifically, we add one to the shifting steps MStep and NStep in each iteration, and update the NP using the last selected value when generating the next ci.
To better explain the Josephus scrambling, Fig. 5 provides a numerical example using the image of size 4 × 4 and the parameters MP = 3, NP = 2, MStep = 1, and NStep = 2. Fig. 5(a) demonstrates the generation of a position matrix O. The Josephus sequence ri is generated using MP and MStep, and four Josephus sequences cis are generated using NP and NStep. In each iteration, we add the shifting steps MStep and NStep to one. When generating the next ci, we update the NP using the last selected value. The position matrix O of size 4 × 4 is constructed using the ri and four cis. When obtaining the i-th row of O, we use the ri(ci) + i as their row positions and directly use the corresponding ci as their column positions. It is noticed that if ri(ci) + i is larger than 4, its modulus to 4 is used to replace it. The detailed generation of the position matrix O is described as, }. Using the positions specified by O, we can permute the pixels of P, which is shown in Fig. 5(b) .
Algorithm 1 demonstrates the pseudo-code of the Josephus scrambling.
B. FILTERING DIFFUSION
An encryption scheme should achieve the diffusion property, which indicates that tiny changes in plaintext can affect the whole ciphertext. Our proposed IES-JPFD uses the filtering diffusion operation to achieve the diffusion property.
1) FILTER GENERATION
As discussed in Section II-B that when image filtering is used to do image encryption, the weight corresponding to the current pixel should equal to one and other weights should be integers. To obtain better diffusion effect, our operation sets the filter size as 2 × 2, and corresponds the lower-right weight to the current pixel, namely F(2, 2) = 1. The other 3 weights are generated using the component d of a subkey as follows: 1) divide the 96-bit d into three sequences with 32 bits and convert them into integers e = (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ); for j = 1 to N do 13: ci(j) = b(NI ); I(row, column) = P(i, j); 20: end for 21: NI = ci(N ); 22: end for 2) sort e and obtain an index vector v = (v 1 , v 2 , v 3 ); 3) disturb the three integers using vector v and obtain e = (e 1 + v 1 , e 2 + v 2 , e 3 + v 3 ). Then, the obtained filter can be written as
2) FILTERING DIFFUSION USING FILTER
The filtering diffusion is performed utilizing the filter shown in Eq. (7). First, initialize the filtering diffusion result C using the scrambling result. Then, update each pixel value of C using the filtering operation as
where C (x, y) represents the pixel that has been processed, F indicates the grayscale level of the cipher-image, e.g. F = 256 if each pixel is presented using 8 bits. Notice that we add y in each operation, as this can avoid the failure of filtering diffusion in some special conditions, e.g. all pixel values of the image are zero. Because the weight F(2, 2) = 1, Eq. (8) can be rewritten as Eq. (9), as shown at the bottom of the next page. When encrypting the current pixel, the three left and upper adjacent pixels have been encrypted. When decrypting the current pixel, the used three left and upper adjacent pixels haven't be VOLUME 7, 2019 decrypted, yet. Thus, Eq. (9) can be reversible and the original pixel C(x, y) can be recovered using the same filter F in the decryption process. The inverse operation of Eq. (9) is written as Eq. (10), as shown at the bottom of this page.
For the border pixels in the top row and left column, they have insufficient adjacent pixels. To deal with this situation, we use the border pixels in the opposite direction to extend the image when handling these pixels. Fig. 6 demonstrates this mechanism. As these extended pixels don't need to be stored, the size of encrypted image won't be enlarged. Fig. 7 demonstrates the efficiency of the filtering diffusion using an image of size 256 × 256. Fig. 7(b) shows onetime filtering diffusion result to the image P 1 . It indicates that the filtering diffusion can randomly change image pixels. Fig. 7(c) demonstrates the difference between two filtering diffusion results, where the two original images have one bit difference in position (50,60). As can be observed that their pixels behind the position (50,60) are totally different. This means that the filtering diffusion can spread little change of a pixel to all the pixels behind it. After two rounds of filtering diffusion, the tiny changes of a pixel could spread to the whole image, which can be seen from Fig. 7(d) . Thus, the designed IES-JPIE can achieve high diffusion performance.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND PROPERTY DISCUSSION A. SIMULATIONS RESULTS
A universal image encryption algorithm should have the ability to encrypt various kinds of images into random-like cipher-images with high security levels. This section implements IES-JPFD in the MATLAB R2015b environment and analyzes its properties. The test images are from the BSDS 1 and CVonline 2 image databases. Fig. 8 shows the simulation results of IES-JPFD for different images. All the test images are the pattern images that are hard to process, which can be seen from their histograms in Fig. 8(b) . However, all the cipher-images are random-like and their pixels distribute very uniformly. Attackers can't get any valuable information by analyzing their distributions. With the correct key, one can totally recover the original images, which can be seen from Fig. 8(e) .
B. PROPERTY DISCUSSION
The proposed IES-JPFD adopts the well-known confusiondiffusion architecture, the used Josephus scrambling can efficiently permutate pixels to various columns and rows, and the filtering diffusion has high efficiency of spreading tiny changes of plain-image to the whole cipher-image. Thus, IES-JPFD can achieve the following advantages: 1) It has high performance of confusion and diffusion; 2) It can achieve strong ability of resisting some security risks, such as the exhaustive attack and differential attack. We will experimentally verify this in Section V. The digital images may lose data or be blurred by noise when they are transmitted in networks. The proposed IES-JPFD has strong ability of defending data loss or noise. In the encryption process, the filtering diffusion can spread slight changes in the plain-image to the whole cipher-image. This makes IES-JPFD achieve good diffusion property. However, in the decryption process, the inverse filtering diffusion can only spread the change of one pixel to several pixels. Thus, IES-JPFD has strong reliability of defending data loss and noise.
To quantitatively show the ability of IES-JPFD in defending data loss and noise, we use the peak signal-to-noise VOLUME 7, 2019 ratio (PSNR) and mean square error (MSE) to test the difference between the original images and the decrypted images. The PSNR is defined as
where F represents the grayscale level of the image, and MSE is the difference between the decrypted image D and original image P and it is defined as
where [M , N ] is the image size. A higher PSNR and lower MSE indicate the less difference between the decrypted image and the original image. Fig. 9 demonstrates the experiment results of IES-JPFD in defending data loss and noise and Table 2 shows the PSNR and MSE experiment results for different percentages of data loss and noise. One can see that when the cipher-images lose some data or are blurred by some noise, the decryption process can still recover the original images with high visual effect.
V. SECURITY ANALYSIS
An efficient encryption algorithm should be able to defense the commonly used and unknown security risks. This section measures the security level of the IES-JPFD from different aspects and compares it with several typical image encryption 
schemes: PSHM [29] , LICM [40] , PWLCM [41] , CST [28] , RCS [39] , NSIE [37] , PSCS [30] , JHCM [42] and JTMC [43] . The test images are selected from the CVG-UGR 3 image database.
A. SECRET KEY ANALYSIS
The secret key is the most important component of an encryption scheme. The key security includes two aspects: the key space and the key sensitivity. On one hand, the key space should be large enough to resist brute-force attack. The bruteforce attack is to break a ciphertext by exhaustively searching all possible keys. According to the discussions in [46] , the secret key has a sufficient security level against the bruteforce attack if the key space is bigger than 2 100 . Considering the fast development of computer ability, the length of the secret key in IES-JPFD is 256 bit. Then the key space is 2 256 , which has high performance of resisting the bruteforce attack.
On the other hand, the secret key must be extremely sensitive. Only using the correct key, one can correctly decrypt the original image. Fig. 10 demonstrates the key sensitivity experimental results in encryption and decryption processes. The encryption and decryption processes are denoted as C = En(P, K) and D = De(C, K), respectively. First, randomly generate a secret key K 1 ,
and then randomly change one bit of K 1 to obtain two other secret keys, K 2 and K 3 . When encrypting an identical image using K 1 and K 2 , the obtained two cipher-images are completely different (see Fig. 10(d) ). The original image can be recovered using the correct key (see Fig. 10(e) ). Using secret keys with one bit difference to recover an identical cipher-image, the decrypted results are noise images (see Figs. 10(f) and (g)), and also completely different (see Fig. 10(h) ). As a result, the proposed IES-JPFD has quite sensitive secret key.
To test the sensitivity of the secret key in each bit, we test each of the 256 bits in K 1 as follows: 1) change the bit of K 1 to obtain another secret key K ; 2) encrypt an identical plain-image using K 1 and K to obtain two cipher-images and calculate their difference; 3) decrypt an identical cipherimage using K 1 and K to obtain two decrypted results and calculate their difference; 4) repeat these operations until all the 256 bits in the secret key are tested. The difference of two images is calculated using the number of bit change rate (NBCR), which is defined as
where Hm [·] represents the function to calculate the Hamming distance between two bit streams, and B 1 and B 2 are two bit streams with length S. If the two bit streams B 1 and B 2 have weak correlation, their NBCR closes to 50%. Fig. 11 shows the key sensitivity analysis results. When changing any one bit of the secret key, the obtained two cipher-images in encryption process and two decrypted images in decryption process can achieve NBCR scores that approach to 50%. This means that the obtained two cipher-images and two decrypted images are completely different, indicating that each bit of the secret key in IES-JPFD is sensitive.
B. ABILITY OF DEFENDING DIFFERENTIAL ATTACK
The differential attack is an efficient and commonly used security attack. By tracing how the difference in plaintexts can affect the ciphertexts, the attackers try to establish the connections between plaintexts and ciphertexts, and use the established connections to reconstruct the original information without secret key. An encryption system with diffusion property has high performance of defending this attack. The diffusion property indicates that any slight difference in plaintext can cause change in the whole ciphertext. Fig. 12 demonstrates the diffusion property of the proposed IES-JPFD. One can see that when utilizing a same secret key to encrypt two images owning one bit difference, the generated encrypted (b) Plain-image P 2 , which has one bit difference with P 1 in position (50, 50); (c) Difference between P 1 and P 2 ,
images are completely different, which can be observed from their difference in Fig. 12(f) . This indicates that IES-JPFD has diffusion property.
To quantitatively test the ability of IES-JPFD in defending the differential attack, we calculate the number of pixel change rate (NPCR) and unified averaged changed intensity (UACI) of different encryption schemes. Suppose C 1 and C 2 are two encrypted images obtained from two plain-images with one-bit difference using a same secret key, the NPCR of C 1 and C 2 is defined as
where [M , N ] indicates the image size, G is the number of pixels of an image, and W denotes the differences between C 1 and C 2 , and it is defined as
The UACI of C 1 and C 2 is defined as
where T is the largest allowed pixel value in the image. The NPCR and UACI critical values were developed in [47] . For NPCR test, an interval (U * − α , U * + α ) related to a significance level α is calculated and the algorithm can pass the test if the obtained NPCR fails into the interval. For the UACI test, a threshold N * α is calculated and the algorithm is considered to pass the test if the obtained UACI is bigger than N * α . Wu et al. [47] have calculated out the critical U * − α , U * + α and N * α when the significance level α equals to 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001. As the significance level α is the test strength, a higher significance level indicates a stricter standard. To provide a convinced and strict comparison, our experiment uses the strictest NPCR and UACI critical values, namely α = 0.05. Then according to the calculation in [47] , N * α = 99.5693% and (U * − α , U * + α ) = (33.2824%, 33.6447%) for the size of 256×256. N * α = 99.5893% and (U * − α , U * + α ) = (33.3730%, 33.5541%) for the size of 512×512. N * α = 99.5994% and (U * − α , U * + α ) = (33.4183%, 33.5088%) for the size of 1024×1024. Table 3 and Table 4 show the obtained NPCR and UACI scores of different encryption algorithms for images with different sizes. One can observe that IES-JPFD and PSCS [30] can pass all the NPCR tests and IES-JPFD, PSHM [29] , and LICM [40] can pass all the UACI tests. Only the proposed IES-JPFD can pass all the NPCR and UACI tests. This means that it has a strong ability of defending the differential attack.
C. ADJACENT PIXEL CORRELATION
A natural image may have strong correlations between its adjacent pixels, and these strong correlations can expose much information about the original image. Thus, an image encryption scheme should have the ability to break the correlations between adjacent pixels. The correlation coefficient (CC) provides a quantitative description about the correlations of adjacent pixel and it is defined as
where X is a pixel sequence of the image and Y is another pixel sequence, in which each pixel is the adjacent pixel of X along one of the horizontal, vertical, and diagonal directions, E [·] indicates the mathematical expectation, µ is the mean value and σ is the standard derivation. A CC score closing to 0 means the weak correlation between pixel sequences X and Y , while a CC score closing to −1 or 1 indicates the high correlation of X and Y . Table 5 lists the CC scores of the ''Cameraman'' image and its cipher-images encrypted by several image encryption schemes. One can see that the cipher-image generated by IES-JPFD can achieve smallest absolute CC scores in both the horizontal and diagonal directions. This means that the proposed IES-JPFD can generate cipher-image with weak adjacent pixel correlations. Fig. 13 plots the adjacent pixel pairs of the ''Cameraman'' image and its cipher-image encrypted by IES-JPFD. In each figure, 4000 pixel pairs are randomly selected with the horizontal, vertical, or diagonal directions. One can see that the pixel pairs of the plain-image mostly distribute on or nearby the diagonal line of the phase plane. This means that strong correlations exist between adjacent pixels in the original image. However, the pixel pairs of the cipher-image randomly distribute in the entire phase plane, which indicates that a pixel has weak correlation with its adjacent pixels in the cipher-image. Thus, the proposed IES-JPFD can efficiently decorrelate the strong correlations of the adjacent pixels in natural images.
D. LOCAL SHANNON ENTROPY
To resist various attacks, an expected cipher-image should have uniform-distributed pixels. Among many randomness test standards, the local Shannon entropy can quantitatively describe the randomness of an image from local view [48] . Mathematically, the local Shannon entropy can be written as
where k is the total number of used block, T B indicates the number of pixel in each block, S 1 ∼ S k denote the k chosen image blocks, and H (S i ) is the information entropy of S i , which can be calculated as
where L is the grayscale level and Pr(j) denotes the probability of the j-th possible pixel. Based on the setting in [48] , we set the parameters k = 30, T B = 1936 and the significance level α = 0.05. Then an 8-bit image can pass the test if the obtained local Shannon entropy falls into the interval (h * left , h * right ) = (7.9019013, 7.9030373). Table 6 shows the local Shannon entropy results of the cipher-images encrypted using different encryption algorithms. One can observe that 11 cipher-images encrypted by IES-JPFD can pass the test and its pass rate is the largest. Thus, our proposed IES-JPFD can encrypt images with better randomness.
E. DEVIATION FROM UNIFORM HISTOGRAM
Different from the local Shannon entropy that can test the randomness of an image from the local view, the deviation from uniform histogram (DUH) can measure the randomness of an image in the global view [49] . For a cipher-image C of size M × N , the DUH is defined as
where F represents the grayscale level, H C i is the histogram of the i-th possible value of C, the image C is an ideal cipherimage with absolutely uniform distribution, and H C i is the histogram of the i-th possible value in C and it is defined as
otherwise.
It is obvious that if the obtained D H value is smaller, the actual cipher-image is more close to the ideal cipherimage. For different image encryption algorithms, Fig. 14 shows their average D H values of 20 cipher-images. As can be seen that the proposed IES-JPFD has the smallest D H value. This means that IES-JPFD can encrypt images into cipherimages that are most similar with the ideal cipher-image.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced an image encryption scheme utilizing the principles of the Josephus problem and the filtering technology, called IES-JPFD. The Josephus scrambling is derived from the Josephus problem and it can generate random sequences to fast separate the image pixels. The image filtering is commonly used to smooth an image. However, with an improper mask, it can also blur an image. Using this principle, the filtering diffusion can randomly change pixel values and spread tiny changes of original image to the whole encrypted result. The simulation results showed that IES-JPFD is able to encrypt different types of images into unrecognized cipher-images with random distribution. To prove the efficiency of IES-JPFD, we analyzed its security performance in terms of the secret key sensitivity, ability of defending differential attack, adjacent pixel correlation, local Shannon entropy and deviation from uniform histogram. The analysis results showed that IES-JPFD can achieve higher security performance than several classical image encryption algorithms. 
